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Founded in 1967 by Fevzi MALGAZ, our company is 
now the second generation Sami MALGAZ and Yakup 
MALGAZ for 43 years with the same pleasure and the same 
commercial philosophy without compromising on quality 
in the international arena, representing our country in the 
best way, has become a jewelery company in the world. 
Montage Business - Euro Diamond meets with professional 
jewelery buyers at fairs every year on average 10 domestic 
and international fairs. Some of them are Istanbul, New York, 
Munich, Madrid, Moscow, Kiev, Mumbai, Thessalonika, 
Birmingham city made fuarlardır.firma in all phases of our 
producing its own a to Z, from the jewelery company from 
Turkey on our products we birisidir.imal possible to see in 
almost every city in the world. portf the diamond jewelery 
buyers in Turkey in professionally related readline is one 
of the first company that comes to mind. Our company, 
Montür Is, has been highly appreciated every year for its 
model production and design studies in our country and 
abroad. Euro Diamond is a brand known to everyone in the 
international arena in diamonds and jewelery. That is why 
our company is proud of this success for both our country 
and ourselves. All of our diamonds are adorned with natural 
stones such as emerald, sapphire, ruby and topaz. We do 
not manufacture synthetic or zircon stones as a company 
principle. In accordance with the trends of the day, always 
offering quality and service to our products, our products 
are kept under our guarantee after sales, unlike the sector 
in general. We aim to provide the best service without 
leaving any questions unanswered about our subject by 
keeping personal customer relations at the highest level. Our 
company is serving the customers with products suitable for 
all tastes by adopting trust and honesty as a principle.
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